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At

only 10 years old,
Dominique Barret had
no idea that a simple
video camera mixed
with his first opportunity for exposure on social networks was going to
take him to the path of fame. Currently at 23 years old, Dominique is
simply known as: King Vader.
His family has definitely been a
fundamental piece in the puzzle
of his life. He believes it to be the
very reason that it keeps his career
in focus and attention off the rest
of the world. He attributes a huge
portion of his success and learning
everything that refers to editing and
filming to his older cousin: Writer
Boy -AKA Brandon, who is now his
Manager. Together they are taking
charge of building the best ideas and
stories on the YouTube channel and
other social networks.

He has many famous viral videos
such as: Hood Naruto (2019), The
Matrix: Reborn (2020), Pokemon
Legacy (2020), just to name a few.
These videos are where his creativity
undoubtedly stands out. He has been
responsible for the great popularity
of his channel on YouTube, obtaining in a short time a large number of
subscribers. One of the first things
we wanted to know is the process
behind filming and the production of his content. For Vader this
is the process he calls: “a beautiful
madness” where he is in charge of
translating his drawings into ideas.
He also acts and edits all of them.
The only thing he does not deal with
is the special effects. For that he and
his team prefer to hire a specialist,
always seeking to present quality and
professionalism in all their filming.
In order to talk about the history
and first steps of King Vader’s artistic

career, you must mention his first
adventure in the now defunct platform Vine. In his own words, “Vine
will always be part of my past, present and promising future”. This was a
bridge into his present-day career.
The magic that he creates is translatable for the audience to experience.
In each of the King Vader videos
on his many different platforms is
due to the great effort with which he
strives. Always seeking in each one
of them, to convey the happiness
and love that he feels towards his
audience. This is his main objective:
to be able to offer an opportunity for
anyone looking for a space that offers
entertainment, a sense of fun and
allowing themselves to escape a bit
from reality.
Anime and hip-hop both can be
easily seen represented in all his
artistic works. Hip-hop originated in

Jacket
All Saints
@allsints
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the decade of the 70s in New York,
represented mainly by its subgenre
rap and represented a group of people who defended their ideals. These
ideals are represented by a people
who fought against hardships and inequalities in their community. King
Vader assures us that this has become an incredible communication
channel for his generation, which is
why he enjoys using it as a reference
in many of his films.

his team expected. “This project
has grown and in a short time has
reached a power that we never imagined”. Wolf Graphic is a team made
up of comedians, photographers,
rappers, actors, directors, producers
where they work together to collectively produce movies.
With such a successful career, it is
not surprising that today King Vader

has achieved a contract with one of
the most popular platforms in the
world such as Netflix. After achieving so much in his career that he
did not expect to reach this point so
soon. King Vader’s latest project Netflix “Dreams” is a TV miniseries that
materialized at the end of 2020. With
two chapters released on the platform to date. The first chapter The
Raincoat Academy, based on the hit

His other great inspiration is the Japanese Anime culture. Specifically, the
movement that began in the early
1970’s creating a turn in the way anime was previously perceived. From
this moment on addressing a more
adult audience themes that could be
a little more difficult to process such
as existentialism, politics and sexuality, transmitting life’s teachings on
these scenes. In order to take it with
a sense of maturity and it is precisely for this that King Vader feels so
fascinated by Anime. In his view, this
is an artistic movement with valuable
lessons from which we can learn and
even take as an example in our lives.
In addition to his many talents and
responsibilities, King Vader does
not stop trying to occupy his mind
with other projects. He has gone
into much effort and detail in planning his brand at Hot Topic. They
are at an accessible price point with
great design and purpose. They can
be acquired by all the people who
seek to make a difference with their
clothing.
His other major project is Wolf
Graphic, his team’s YouTube channel.
Which as of today has around 36,100
followers.
He himself affirms this success began
without many expectations and now
it is something that neither he nor
8
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Shirt Sandro @sandro

Netflix series Umbrella Academy and
Cobra Kai Worldwide inspired by
Cobra Kai. In both chapters through
his dreams immerses himself in both
stories, putting himself in the middle

Shirt Sandro @sandro

of a peculiar series.
King Vader still has many goals to
achieve on his path to success. We
can be assured, without a doubt that

he will be a major star, that will make
a difference. He will leave a mark
whatever path he chooses to take but
we know that it will be bright along
the way.
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Ford Bronco 2021 F-Series

The all-new Bronco® two- and fourdoor represent the flagship models
for the Built Wild™ Bronco brand
and are ready to deliver thrilling
off-road experiences with their heritage-inspired style, rugged engineering and smart off-road technology.
Built with the toughness of an F-Series truck and the performance spirit
of Mustang, each comes wrapped in
one of the most stunning off-road
designs – true to the original DNA
of Bronco while bringing forward
innovative features that elevate the
functionality of a rugged SUV.
The all-new Bronco re-enters the
scene with an all-4x4 lineup arriving
at Ford dealers this summer. Bronco
10
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owners can choose from an extensive lineup of more than 200 factory-backed accessories for maximum
personalization, enabling dealers to
provide outfitting-on-demand for
each customer’s individual adventure
needs.
Built Wild 4x4 confidence
Just like the first-generation Bronco,
nicknamed G.O.A.T. (Goes Over
Any Type of Terrain), the mission
of the all-new 2021 Bronco is to
deliver maximum 4x4 go-anywhere
capability and confidence. Bronco
incorporates off-road mapping and
drive technologies to give novice
adventurers as much fun as hardcore
off-road experts, while its Built Wild

durability makes for lasting performance in the harshest of conditions.
Advanced four-wheel-drive technologies and chassis architecture are
the core of the Bronco SUV off-road
capabilities, and at the heart of it
all is the Bronco exclusive Terrain
Management System™ with G.O.A.T.
Modes™, designed to help drivers
better navigate any type of terrain.
Up to seven driver-selectable modes
are offered including Normal, Eco,
Sport, Slippery and Sand, with Baja,
Mud/Ruts and Rock Crawl for offroad driving.
Two 4x4 systems are offered – a base
two-speed electronic shift-on-the-fly
transfer case, and an optional ad-

vanced system that features a twospeed electromechanical transfer
case with an auto mode for on-demand engagement to select between
2H and 4H. Power is distributed to a
Dana™ 44 AdvanTEK® solid rear axle
and Dana AdvanTEK independent
front differential unit – both with
available Spicer® Performa-TraK™
electronic locking differentials for
improved traction over rough terrain
in models equipped for higher capability.
Available Trail Toolbox gives Bronco
owners a suite of off-road technologies to elevate their off-road experience. This includes Trail Control™,
cruise control for low-speed trail
driving, then adds class-exclusive*
Trail Turn Assist to tighten off-road
turning radiuses through torque
vectoring, plus innovative Trail
One-Pedal Drive** acceleration/
braking control for more precise and
confident slow-mode rock crawling.
High-capability Sasquatch™ Package-equipped Bronco two-door
SUVs deliver confident all-terrain

driving thanks to its wide 43.2-degree approach angle, class-leading*
11.6-inch maximum ground clearance, 29-degree breakover angle and
a generous 37.2-degree departure angle. Bronco four-door with optional
Sasquatch Package offers equally
impressive off-road attributes,
with 11.5-inch ground clearance,
43.2-degree approach, 26.3-degree

breakover and 37.0-degree departure
angles. Both two- and four-door
Bronco models offer available bestin-class water fording up to 33.5
inches with the optional 35-inch
tires installed.
Strategically placed steel shields
protect critical hardware on higher-capability Bronco models, including an available front bash plate, plus
shields for the engine, transmission,
transfer case and fuel tank. For
those taking on the roughest rocky
terrain, available side rock rails are
strong enough to support the weight
of each side of the vehicle. Exposed
tow hooks are standard in the front
and rear, with optional heavy-duty
modular steel bumpers featuring an
integrated Ford Performance accessory winch mount for more extreme
off-road use.
To make sure every Bronco two- and
four-door SUV excels for the long
run, they’re designed and built to the
company’s Built Ford Tough durability and performance testing and
yet, takes it even further off-road
fairfaxcopenhagenmag.com | June 2021
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with Built Wild Extreme Durability
Testing in the harshest possible environments, including the brutal trails
of the King of the Hammers off-road
competition.
Thrilling performance borne of
Bronco DNA
Thanks to the legendary Bronco
Baja racing DNA, each model brings
forth a thrilling off-road experience
and delivers it with modern, heritage-inspired style. It all began in a
Ford design studio with a life-size
digital scan of a first-generation
model that served to influence the
proportions and design of the allnew Bronco for maximum off-road
capability and performance.

progressive-rate coil springs with
five locating links to deliver both
strength and off-road control.

pable wheels allow customers to
elevate off-road capability, regardless
of price point.

In higher-capability configurations,
with either the Sasquatch off-road
package, which is available on all
Bronco models, or on the Badlands™
series, long-travel position-sensitive
Bilstein® dampers with end-stop
control valves are featured to help
improve off-road durability and
reduce harshness.

Race-bred EcoBoost® engines plus
class-exclusive* 7-speed manual and
available 10-speed automatic transmissions give the all-new Bronco
the optimal combination of power,
torque and gear ranges to perform in
a wide variety of terrains and uses.
The available 2.7-liter EcoBoost engine is projected to deliver best gasoline V6 powered horsepower and
torque in the class with 310 horsepower and 400 lb.-ft. of torque, while
the 2.3-liter EcoBoost is projected
to deliver best gasoline-powered
four-cylinder torque in the class with

Upping the slow-rock crawling capability on Bronco Badlands, an available semi-active hydraulic stabilizer
bar disconnect with class-exclusive*
design provides maximum articula-

Similar to the square proportions of
the first-generation model, today’s
Bronco features short overhangs and
a wide stance optimized for off-road
adventure. The side profile features
a flat, no-nonsense surface with
clear-cut edges and robustly flared
fenders. Large, open wheel wells are
a modular design with quick-release
fasteners for simple removal and
customization.
All-new Bronco-specific Ford T-6
architecture features a fully boxed,
high-strength steel chassis with seven crossmembers to deliver available
class-leading front and rear suspension travel over rough terrain. Every
Bronco comes with a High-Performance Off-Road, Stability, Suspension (HOSS) System for optimum
stability and control for thrilling
off-roading at speed.
Up front is the HOSS independent front suspension with twin
alloy A-arms and progressive-rate
coil-over springs brings improved
confidence and comfort. A rugged
solid axle design at the rear features
12
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tion and increased ramp angle index
for off-camber terrain. This innovative system bests class competitors
by disconnecting during articulation;
it can reconnect under all conditions
to improve steering and stability at
higher speeds.
Class-exclusive* 35-inch off-road
tires direct from the factory are
available on every Bronco SUV
series, while available beadlock-ca-

of 310 lb.-ft. and with an expected
270 horsepower†.
For maximum low-speed
rock-climbing capability, a class-exclusive* 7-speed (6+1) manual transmission paired with the available
advanced 4x4 system with automatic
on-demand engagement generates
a best-in-class crawler-gear ratio of
94.75:1. An available class-exclusive* SelectShift® 10-speed automatic

transmission makes for easier driving on- and off-road, while offering a
maximum 67.8:1 crawl ratio with the
optional advanced 4x4 transfer case.
Ready to head effortlessly off the
beaten path
Both Bronco
two- and fourdoor models
make the openair experience
quick, easy and
fun. Two-door
models come
with a standard
three-section
roof system – left
and right front
sections and a
rear section. A
cloth soft top,
standard on fourdoor models,
provides easy access to the open
air and a unique
tilt-up function
for quick access
to the rear cargo
area. The fourdoor model has
an optional hard
top with four removable roof sections – left and
right front panels, a full-width
center panel and
a rear section.
Roof panels on
all models can be removed by one
person by unlocking the latches from
the interior. First-row roof panels
can stow away onboard on two-door
models, while up to four items can
be stored in the rear cargo area of
four-door models, including all four
doors, or two doors and two front
roof panels.

Late in 2021, Big Bend and higher
series models will have an optional
modular hardtop with rear quarter
windows that are removable in three
easy steps – snap, push and lift away
in a fraction of the time it takes for

competitors – without removing
roof panels. By locating the sport bar
behind the second row, both Bronco
two- and four-door models offer the
largest overall open-top view in this
class to take in the sunshine or to
gaze at the stars at night.
Every Bronco comes with class-ex-

clusive frameless doors that make
them easier to remove than what
competitors offer. On four-door
Bronco models, all four doors can be
stored onboard with available protective door bags. Class-exclusive*
cowl-mounted mirrors maintain
sideview visibility
when the doors are
removed. Trail sights
on the front fenders
also serve as tiedowns, reminiscent
of the first-generation Bronco, and
have a 150-pound
capacity for securing longer items like
canoes.
High-tech interior
designed for the
outdoors
Inside, all Bronco
models are purpose-built and
ready for action.
The instrument
panel is inspired by
the first-generation
model, with gauges
and controls clearly
visible and intuitive.
Colors and materials are inspired by
natural palettes and
outdoor gear. With
off-road functionality paramount,
materials are tough
and rugged.
A multifunction color LCD instrument panel is front and center
with the transmission shifter and
G.O.A.T. Modes controller located
in the center console. Grab handles
are integrated into the modular
instrument panel are also added
to the center console on Big Bend
fairfaxcopenhagenmag.com | June 2021
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and higher series, while an available MOLLE panel is mounted in
the seatbacks is standard on Black
Diamond™ and Badlands™and available on First Edition. Attachment
points are built into the top of the
instrument panel to mount a bringyour-own-device rack, with 12-volt
and USB power connections nearby
to easily mount cameras, navigation
units, phones or other devices.
Further setting Bronco ahead of the
off-road competition is an available
class-exclusive* 12-inch SYNC® 4
system with over-the-air updates and
seamless integration to the FordPass™ Performance app with off-road
navigation – a Bronco-exclusive
feature that allows owners to easily
plan, navigate and share their offroad adventures. The SYNC system
also displays the available 360-degree
camera system with class-exclusive
off-road spotter views to provide
additional visibility in technical pursuits such as rock crawling.

trail guides. The trail mapping system works online or off on either of
the navigation-capable 8- or 12-inch
SYNC screens, allowing users to
select one of hundreds of available
curated trail maps to map out and
then track, capture and share their
adventures with others.

Exclusive advanced topographic
trail maps, available on Big Bend
series and higher, offer more than
1,000 curated trail maps powered by
NeoTreks AccuTerra® Maps, Trails
Offroad trail guides and FunTreks

A modern high-strength boron steel
sport bar with integrated side curtain airbags in the upper structure
and seats helps protect passengers
from side impacts and complements
driver and front passenger airbags.

June 2021 | fairfaxcopenhagenmag.com

To make post-adventure cleanups
simple, select Bronco models come
with washable rubberized floors
with integrated drain plugs and
marine-grade vinyl seating surfaces that resist mildew. Instrument
panel surfaces are wipeable, with
seamless silicone rubber on the
dash-mounted hero switches, while
rubber touchpoints protect against
dirt and water. Six available upfitter switches mounted overhead are
silicone-sealed to protect against the
elements and to make customization
easy, with pre-wired electrical leads
to key accessory points under the
hood and in the rear cargo area.

Available Ford Co-Pilot360™ driver-assist technologies plus standard
AdvanceTrac® with Roll Stability
Control™ and Trailer Sway Control
help instill driver confidence.
Equipment series redefine customization
An all-new experiential-based
equipment series provides unique
flexibility to align capability with the
adventure interests of each customer. Seven unique Bronco series are
offered, with matched color and trim
combinations. When combined with
four content packages, numerous
available options, 12 color choices
and more than 200 dealer-installable
accessories, personalizing an all-new
Bronco SUV has never been easier.
Series range from a base Bronco, a
no-frills SUV for those who want to
customize their own, to Big Bend,
Black Diamond™ and Outer Banks™,
with a variety of options and colors,
topping out with Wildtrak™ and
Badlands for more extreme off-road
adventuring. A limited-production First Edition will be offered at
launch.

fairfaxcopenhagenmag.com | June 2021
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Allow Me To
Reintroduce Myself
Tish Hyman
By Kyra Greene @noteasybingreen
Photos
DaMarko GianCarlo @damarkogiancarlo
Makeup
Abigail Smith @abagailsmith
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How is it having the burden of substance?
I wouldn’t call it a burden. Haha it’s just a message. And it’s great to be able to spread positive messages.
You’ve written songs for major artists, are you currently working with any (that you can talk about)?
Yes I am working with HER, Ty Dolla Sign, Dej Loaf. And I love them all very much. I’m blessed to call them
friends.
You’ve carefully curated your music, Have you done the same thing with your career?
I curate my whole life honestly. I curate my friends and collaborators I curate my thoughts. Everything
Do the Lauryn comparisons annoy you?
Being compared to Lauryn Hill is definitely a complement but I am no Lauryn. Hahah my whole entire life I have
been told I sound similar but we talk about different things. And have different perspectives. I love her music. It’s not
annoying more than something I don’t agree with.
Getting your feet wet with Chi Raq would you like to act again in the near future? (Follow up if yes, do you have
any projects on the horizon and what would your dream role be?)
Absolutely!!! I want to create tv shows , movies act in them and do the soundtrack.
You were the first female rapper to do the Five Fingers of Death on Sway In the morning, how have you felt
about it’s evolution since then?
Haha I love Sway and had so much fun doing five fingers! I think more women have went on and done it and it’s
awesome. I’d like to do it again.
Horses in the Stable is a cult favorite. Do you and Ty have any new projects in the works?
Since horses we did stealing and your turn. He helped me out on my new single and we have spoken about locking
in for his next joints.
You currently live in Los Angeles but you were born and raised in the Bronx. How has the Bronx shaped you?
The Bronx taught me respect for all people. Made me grateful for everything. I learned the consequences of not being grateful and being disrespectful at a young
age. Turned me right around.
Does the lack of commercial support bother
you?
No. I don’t see it as a lack of commercial
support. I think it’s a matter of timing and the
universe mixed with dedication and perseverance. I won’t stop.
How has your West Indian heritage played a
role in your music?
I’m not West Indian. Everyone thinks that tho.
Being a member of the LGBTQIA plus community. Would you ever do a collaboration
to raise awareness for queer artists of color
(ie Snow the product, Janelle Monae, Kehlani)?
Absolutely.
18
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You’re not in a race with anyone and you
are deliberately taking your time with your
music. Do you think that’s detrimental or
helpful to your goals in your career?
I think we’re all meant to go at our own pace
and it’s detrimental to rush anything no matter
how bad you want it.
Would you do songs with someone outside
your purview? Or do you consider yourself
genre bending and you can fit in type of
music?
Yes I would and I do. I write everything. I love
music completely
In the age of social media we can see that
you are active but how do you connect with
your listeners or fans?
They in my dms. I love talking to people. In
my dm it’s going down! Lol. We talk about
everything.
The market has become saturated with female rap. How do you stay above the fray of
being just another female rapper?
I don’t really consider myself a rapper. I’m a
artist. I don’t seek staying above anyone. I just
want to share my perspective and embrace
other artists. I love people. I love art. I love
artists.
As a veteran of the music industry how has it
changed for the betterment of hip hop/rap in
your opinion?
I’m not sure. I don’t spend too much time
thinking about that.
What’s one thing you’ve changed about your
artistry in the post pandemic world? Will it
stay that way after we’re back to “normal”?
Idk how to answer that
What does Unapologetically Black mean to
Tish?
It means being proud of your people respecting yourself. Knowing your history and never
let any one stop you from shining.
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Television’s
Trouble
Maker

You’ve lived in Los Angeles for a
while. Will you learn to drive soon?
That is the number one question on
everyone’s mind, haha. Hopefully,
someday.
You started touring in Musical
Theater at a young age (Les Mis),
what encouraged you to try theater
so young?
I think being able to sing was what
drew me to theater initially. It combined both of my favorite things and
put them together in one whimsical
world. Theater is so magical, I think I
just wanted to be part of that magic.
You’ve been
in touring
companies,
off Broadway
and Broadway.
You’ve spoken up about
how touring
actors aren’t
given the same
cache as those
in Broadway.
How would
you like to see
that change?
One of the ways
we’ve started to
acknowledge
touring and off-Broadway companies is letting them perform on the
TONY awards. A lot of paying audiences don’t realize that when a show
closes on BROADWAY it doesn’t
necessarily mean that the SHOW has
closed. There are still touring productions, local productions, and in
some lucky cases- an off-Broadway
transfer. I think it’s really on us as the
audience to acknowledge that theater
exists BEYOND broadway. And we
can start doing that by supporting
our local and touring productions.
Are you glad you were never casted

on a Musical television shows?
I love working. Period. I will never
look down on any job that puts food
on my table and a roof over my head
as long as it doesn’t sacrifice my
integrity.
Your character on the Good Trouble, Davia, has had a crash course
in social justice. She makes many
missteps when it comes to her students and her friends. How do you
(or don’t) relate to that particular
storyline?
I honestly appreciate getting to show
Davia’s missteps even though they
can sometimes be cringey. I’ve had

to make some of the same realizations when I was younger and even
now I’m still learning. I think it’s
important to give visibility to those
who may think the same way, so that
when we call out the problems, viewers who relate to Davia can evolve
with her. That’s my hope at least.
You’ve been very vocal on social
media about body positivity and
broken up with the word Fat, how
are you redefining yourself? Are
you mad people were offended?
I try not to care what anyone thinks
about me unless they pay my bills

or they’re someone I care about.
My weight has always fluctuated
my whole life, and to be honest,
Good Trouble was the first time I’d
ever heard anyone use that word to
describe me. It didn’t upset me, I just
was like, “oh okay, well I’m breaking up with that word being used to
describe me.” So I wasn’t surprised
people were offended because I knew
they wouldn’t take it in the context it
was meant. But to me, it meant I was
refusing to be defined by that ONE
WORD. Because I’m more than my
weight. And that weight fluctuates.
I don’t want to be defined today by
something I may not be ten years
from now. That’s
why I’ve always
identified with
the term “body
positive” because
it meant beautiful
at ANY size. I felt
accepted for the
first time.
You are working
on an album,
what can we
expect (sonically,
subject matter)
and when will it
be released?
I’m actually not
working on an album! But this is the
third time this week someone has
assumed that I am, so I think that
might be a sign from the universe...
haha. I like to write and I play (very
little) but I record little bits and bops
here and there with my friend John
Carey (of Old Man Markley) so maybe one day we’ll release them ; )
Even after all you’ve done in the
theater world do you believe your
voice is too pop?
No such thing.
You were the youngest Elphaba

fairfaxcopenhagenmag.com | June 2021
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and Broadway and were only 16
in Spring Awakening What advice
do you have for those pursuing a
career in the theater?
I always say that if you’re talented
enough, the hardest thing is waiting.
Everyone gets that job at some point,
its whether or not you have the
patience and perseverance to stick it
out.
What was your favorite musical
parody to do at the Rockwell?
Oh my goodness, that’s so hard!
Stranger Things was my favorite
parody, Scissorhands was my favorite
show at the Rockwell.
Broadway has been dark for over a
year. What show do you want to see
as soon as you are able?
I want to go back and see my best
friend play Elphaba again in Wicked.

24
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What are the top three parts to play
on Broadway?
You know what? To be honest,
Broadway hasn’t really been up to
par in terms of across the board
representation. So until that becomes
a priority, I wouldn’t say anything on
Broadway right now is desirable. Until we have proper representation on
stage, as well as off-stage and behind
the table, I find it hard to name any
top role that isn’t catering towards
a predominantly white lead. And I
have no interest in perpetuating that.
What genre that you haven’t acted
in would you like to conquer?
It would be fun to do a horror movie.
Or any movie. Hire me.
What are the biggest similarities
and differences between you and
Davia?
I think we both have a big heart and

would do anything for our friends.
I think I’m much more sensitive to
people’s emotions but Davia let’s
things roll off her back easier.
Does the Rockwell remind you of
the Coterie?
HA! I’ve never thought of it that way
before... but now that you mention
it, yeah. They shared a lot of similarities.
What was your favorite musical
parody that you did? Would you
like to bring it to the big screen if
you could?
I think it would be hard to bring any
of the parodies to screen because
the movies they’re based on already
exist and are perfect as they are. But
I wish we had them professionally
recorded to put online in full.
What did you mean when you said

all actors shouldn’t do musicals?
Just because people can act doesn’t mean they can sing.
Some actors can sing. Great. Sing away. But those who
can’t should stop taking roles from people who can sing
just because some dude with pro-tools said they sound
good when they have ZERO experience. It’s insulting to
those who can, who are better suited for the role.
You’ve done a few No Doubt covers among others,
what is your favorite cover to do?
I love singing “Brown Eyed Girl” because it was my mom
and I’s song.
Are you filming any other projects that you can speak
about?
Not at the moment. Working on some show ideas for
when the theater world is up and running again. Fingers
crossed.
You’re very active with your fans on social media. Can
that be sometimes daunting hear. How do you keep
yourself mentally healthy?
I like interacting with my fans and for the most part its
positive. Sometimes you get some trolls or gross DM’s,
but you have to let it go. And when you can’t let it go,
close the app.
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Top Hotel Baths
With designer bathrooms quickly becoming a highly lusted-after interior design trend, the world’s most luxurious
hotels have unveiled their own bath time eye candy. Imagine sinking into some bubbles looking out across an azure
sea, or enjoying a soak with a chilled glass of champagne over a cityscape? Look no further as we round up our top 5
hotel baths with a view.
5: Apostles Hotel & Spa,
South Africa
Forget whale watching
from the hotel’s Leopard
Bar Terrace and ignore the
private cinema – Twelve
Apostles Hotel & Spa is all
about the bath-time views.
The hotel is flanked by The
Twelve Apostles Mountain
Range and the majestic
Table Mountain, proving the
most gob-smacking vistas
of the UNESCO Cape Floral
Region World Heritage Site
as you soak in the tub.

4: There are few places better than the Maldives when
it comes to ocean views,
with most over-water villas
on the collection of islands
offering unbeatable vistas of
the Indian Ocean as far as
the eye can see. Hideaway
Beach Resort & Spa boasts a
vast number of these following a recent $50 million
renovation, and also offers a
personalized butler service.
This popular honeymoon
destination is the perfect
place to order a bottle of
Bolly to enjoy in your rose
petal bath.
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3: There’s arguably no better skyline
than that of New York, and Mandarin Oriental‘s stateside offering
boasts unparalleled bird’s eye views
of Manhattan. Book the Oriental
suite to enjoy a bath not only with
stunning views of the Big Apple
shimmering below you, but also
of the city’s much loved greenery.
There’s no better place to immerse
yourself in bubbles in the city that
never sleeps.

2: Nestled in the lush Bali jungle,
Villa Kalisha sits almost suspended
about a steep gorge, overlooking
show-stopping vegetation and the
volcanoes of Bali. The dramatic
open-air bathroom opens up in
three directions, with tropical vistas
in your eye line whichever way you
look from your indulgent copper
tub. You will never feel further from
home or civilization than you do
here – perfect for the ultimate relaxing soak.

1: Hong Kong is famed for its dramatic skyline, boasting an impressive
array of skyscrapers, surrounding
mountains, beach-fringed coastlines
and Victoria Harbour, which separates Hong Kong Island and Kowloon. The really city bursts to life in
the evenings though, as the imposing buildings light up in an array of
colours and the harbour plays host
to the daily Symphony of Lights.
Where better to watch than from a
vast, circular bath at the InterContinental hotel? Fits two people comfortably – a perfect setting to share a
bottle of champagne or two.
28
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Bryan Craig
Lover and Fighter
By Melissa Rojas
@meli_rojas.a
Photos
Ryan Orange
@ryanunderfire
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Bryan Craig is a 27-year-old successful actor who was born and raised in
Florida. He also had the opportunity
to grow up with the roots of his Cuban family, managing to exploit an
interesting combination of cultures
in his upbringing. Since the beginning of his career his parents and
younger brother have always been
supportive and the greatest influence
on his life.

approach to acting. With the unconditional support of his parents and
equating success with education,
he had the valuable opportunity to
study at an art school. At the tender
age of 15 he managed to move to
Los Angeles to be able to start his
career professionally. He successfully obtained space in two important
television companies: Disney and
Nickelodeon.

received it with great honor.”
Craig says he is also aware of how
difficult it is to win trophies in an industry with a lot of talent and competition, giving him a deeper sense
of pride of having achieved it.
Having had the opportunity of this
great experience led him to want to
know more and expand his possibilities. He decided to join the Prime
Time company, where he had the

Bryan a lover of sports, cuisine and
cinema. He shows us in two notable
examples how art is definitely in his
DNA: first with his varied musical
taste such as classic rock, hip-hop
and alternative music and of course
with his acting career. And these
interests as he claims, “make him feel
alive by enjoying them to the fullest.”
Craig recounts with great enthusiasm how he experienced his first

As he grew older and gained more
professional experience, he managed
to gradually make his way to better
opportunities. His first major role in
the classic long running soap, General Hospital, for over 4 years. This
role gave him the opportunity to
be nominated for multiple EMMY
awards and he won twice. Bryan describes to us “as a great madness that
happened very quickly but definitely

opportunity to work in different
TV shows such as GRAND HOTEL
(2019) together with incredible producers and actors like Eva Longoria.
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One of his most recent projects
“Women is losers” (2021) produced
by Lissette Felliciano based on a true
story. Bryan is very excited about
participating in the drama film
category. Playing the role of Mateo,

he tells us in his own words how this
interesting story is: set in the 70s in
the city of San Francisco about a girl

and a talented director such as Lissette Felliciano is, for Bryan having a
significant number of female figures

friend Ryan (Bryan Craig), Ali and
Ryan find a way to organize a clandestine fight to get enough money so

named Celina (Lorenza Izzo) and
her struggle living a life where she
must fulfill the role of a woman as a
Latina and living in an abusive relationship. Byran plays the part of her
boyfriend, the story is an example of
overcoming by empowering herself
and freeing herself from the bonds
of a life full of abuse. Giving herself
a new lease of life. This is impressive
because of the time period in which
it takes place.

in “Women is Losers” added even
greater value to this great project.
Bryan’s talent can transform him
with such ease from one character
to another. He is able to take the
audience on a journey into the story
that is being told. Trying different
roles like another of his most recent
projects: American Fighter (2021)
Biographical Drama and directed by
Shaun Paul Piccinnino, a film that
will be released in May of this year.
American Fighter is based on the
story of a boy of Iranian nationality
named Ali Jahani (George Kosturos)
who comes to the United States pursuing the American Dream. Being
forced to leave his family in Iran
together with his quiet and good

that Ali can raise enough to help his
ailing mother.

For Bryan, this job was “a challenge,
a difficult and emotionally strong
film to interpret with a great message
and of which I am extremely proud.”
He also assures us that he had the
opportunity to work with a great cast

The story is complicated but very
funny. The story has a lot of action
and comedy, which is why Bryan describes it as “an incredible and funny
story.”
For Bryan Craig each one of his
jobs has great importance. They are
opportunities that he has made sure
to value and be thankful for. He
always looks forward to being able to
perform in the best way possible.
Craig believes that having completed
a project successfully will set him up
for a better position in his career as
well as the work he is offered. As if
fairfaxcopenhagenmag.com | June 2021
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it were about climbing steps towards
his future, with the certainty that his
present project will bring him that
much closer than the previous one.
Bryan is very clear that the success he
has achieved would not be possible
without all the support he has always
received from his audience. The fact
that they continue to trust his work
is something that he treasures and
appreciates with all his heart.
He hopes that in the future he will
continue his artistic career, for as long
as the artistic environment allows.

32
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Social Gaming
By Melissa Rojas @meli_rojas.a
Social Gaming is an ingenious marketing alternative that has become

by knowing a little more about its
origin, which began with the creation of video games. The worldwide
popularity of this ingenious enter-

between social networks and video
games, a fully online format where
players are presented with innovative options to create and participate

today the first option to socialize and
expand our circle of friends without
having to take any risk, becoming
the new tool that the big brands are
opting for in 2021 and franchises
promoting their products, leaving
aside the old and not so successful
platforms.

tainment appears from the decade of
the 70s, quickly becoming part of an
extremely successful global market, managing to raise an estimated
amount of money of 179.7 billion
dollars last year 2020, surpassing
industries of powerful entertainment
such as film and music.

in communities within their own
games, constituting a business model
based on networking and entertainment.

In order to achieve a complete
understanding of this fabulous
marketing trend, you should start

Social Gaming a successful fusion
It has been called Social Gaming to
the fusion that has been achieved

Social gaming is a practice that was
born from the global pandemic
COVID 19, becoming a positive consequence that has come to position
itself more and more strongly withing the world of marketing. A link
that has been achieved with a culture
fairfaxcopenhagenmag.com | June 2021
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of entertainment as a powerful as gaming is, this being
the hobby of more than 1900 million people and which
through the internet has managed to create great combinations of communities, increasing the number of their
consumers exponentially to 65% of what is normally
expected.
Offering for this innovative digital market a new and
unexpected option of customers, where far from being titled as professional gamers, they are really casual
gamers who consciously and wisely decide to consume
this product hoping to obtain an assured positive benefit.
Benefits of a Gamer in pandemic
Being a gamer and adopting it today as a hobby can
become one of the best decisions in this chaotic time.
Based on the emotional state and the repercussions
caused by the epidemic called COVID- 19, one of the
most difficult situations that have occurred in the world
in the last ten decades.
For this important reason, video games are turned it
into one of the best decisions so that people can give
themselves the opportunity to escape a bit from reality,
in addition to providing important positive benefits that
help to achieve a better lifestyle, to mention a few:
• Keeps the mind busy, helping to discard negative
thoughts.
• Strengthens creativity
• Boosts productivity.
These benefits are undoubtedly presented through a network and a safe space, becoming a positive opportunity,
which even for a short time allows its users to put aside
so much tragedy experienced in this global pandemic.
Marketing and Social Gaming
Video games are undoubtedly the best entertainment
option that offer fun and completely capture the attention of consumers, becoming the best communication
channel and through which big companies are choosing
to advertise through them creating communities, polishing their brand image and also increasing their database.
Introducing the Social Gaming trend to the great world
of marketing.

immediately when playing, also sharing their information and collaborating in a dynamic way with the rising
growth of this community. Achieving clearly visible in
entertainment options such as Farmville, Candy Crush,
Dragon City. As of today, the thin line of digital marketing between video games and social networks has gradually disappeared, making way for this successful strategy
in social networks called Social Gaming.
Some companies that today have made the right decision
to place themselves and advertise using Social Gaming
in their companies are:
• Warner Bros: Through Fortnite Game, the company
revealed the trailer for its Tenet movie.
• Spotify: Consolidated partnership with League of Legends Esports, demonstrating a strengthened connection
between audiences, creating a new and successful marketing channel.
Advantages in Digital Marketing
• Grow the database through users in social networks.
• A real connection with consumers is achieved by having access to this dynamic through their digital platforms.
• Capture data sources and navigate through the information.
What is the future for social gaming this 2021?
With total security it can be said that this past 2020 was
the best year that successfully marked this modern trend
in digital marketing, definitively becoming a satisfactory surprise, reaching and exceeding expectations and
predicting that by this year 2021 it will be possible to
reach more than 3000 million users, also expecting to
accumulate approximately for the year 2024 an estimated
amount of 94.000 million dollars.
With regard to this information, a great future can be
predicted for Social Gaming remembering that the
reason for its great success was the confinement to which
society was forced to take over the time in a pandemic.

It is known and expected with great hope that there will
soon be the opportunity to start living under a new realBig and popular virtual pioneering social networks such ity that will bring a little more freedom, but this does not
as YouTube, Twitch or Facebook, decided a few years ago mean that Social Gaming will end or disappear, on the
indirectly to initiate this type of movement in their social contrary it is ensured that this trend digital will evolve
networks, presenting consumers within their own pages even more strongly, as users will not leave aside a new
a free virtual games product in which users accessed
experience with others without leaving home.
36
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Switch Pro?
Super Nintendo Switch?
Switch 2?
Nintendo Has Everyone In A
Frenzy.
By Brian K. Neal
There’s a tight lid on information
regarding the next Nintendo
Switch. No visual leaks of anything, not even an SDK, have appeared- Nintendo’s done a better
job than even Apple at keeping
their new product shrouded in
mystery- but that doesn’t mean
people aren’t talking. Dubbed
the Switch Pro, Super Nintendo
Switch, and even the Switch 2no one knows or sure the final name.
However, credible sources and part
manufacturers lend to rumors that a

new
version of the hyper successful console/handheld hybrid is imminent.

Now, whether it be a true full-on
successor, or an extension of the current Switch family (Switch, Switch

Lite) remains to be seen- but one
thing’s for certain, Nintendo is working on something and all eyes point
to a pre E3 reveal, followed by a
September-November Fall release.
Here’s everything in one place
about the next Nintendo Switch.
OLED. Bigger, Better, Badder.
OLED technology needs no
introduction, as we’ve seen the
difference it delivers to our TV’s,
Smartphones, wearables, and
more. For the next Switch, major
sources like Bloomberg point to
Samsung providing a 7-inch, 720p

Chart courtesy of Nvidia
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OLED display as the centerpiece for
the next Switch- a major upgrade
over the current Switch (which utilizes a 6.2 inch capacitive touch LED
screen, while the Switch Lite screen
dimensions are 5.5 inches, both at
720p). An OLED equipped Switch
would benefit by having higher
contrast, deeper blacks, and better
viewing angles (in handheld mode),
meaning franchises like Mario, Fire
Emblem, Zelda, and Metroid would
be presented like never before.
This doesn’t seem a stretch, as

will not match power of rival consoles like the Playstation 5 and Xbox
Series X. However, thanks to Nintendo’s continued partnership/development with GPU giant Nvidia, the
next Switch will stack up against the
newer generation of consoles greater
than the current Switch did against
the PS4 and Xbox One- due to the
most hyped, rumored feature- DLSS.
DLSS stands for Digital Learning Super Sampling Technology- an A.I. assisted performance/image improvement technique. The main concept

DLSS chart for the recently released
Mech Warrior 5. Running the game
at 4K (very demanding due to the
ultra high resolution textures and
effects), the lowest tier RTX 2060
slightly misses the 30 fps (considered
playable) mark, hitting only 24.9 fps.
On the contrary, with DLSS enabled,
the RTX 2060 receives more than
double the frames performance,
benchmarking 58.4 fps- a completely
smooth 60 fps. What’s happening
here is that the scene is actually
being rendered at about a quarter of

Samsung provides OLED tech for its
galaxy line of mobile devices. It’s also
a smart move to keep the display
resolution at 720p, which will give
the next Switch a huge performance
boost when coupled with the most
hyped rumor/feature under the
hood, DLSS.

of DLSS is to take a target resolution
and output the image based on lower
resolution assets. So far the technology has been exclusive to PC gamers
with computers that have Nvidia
RTX graphics cards (the Tensor
cores that calculate the A.I. for DLSS
are exclusive to RTX cards). The
promising tech gives games a considerable performance boost.

4K resolution (around 1080p), then
DLSS works its magic- upscaling the
output image to 4K while keeping
the performance levels the same if
it were being rendered at 1080p. If
DLSS was used for 1080p in this
instance, the performance would
be even greater because the actual
render resolution would be less than
the target.

For example, take the look at the

How would this translate to the next

DLSS, Nintendo’s 4K Trojan Horse.
When it comes to raw performance
numbers on paper, the next Switch
38
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Switch? To understand, lets take a
look at Doom: Eternal currently on
Switch and how it compares to the
PS4 and Xbox One versions. It’s a
technological marvel to fit such a
demanding title on the Switch, and
it runs at a steady, playable 30 fps. To
retain that steady frame rate however, sacrifices had to be made to the
visual quality, as the resolution fluctuates between 720p-540p in docked
mode, while handheld hovers between 612p-360p (stats courtesy of
Digital Foundry). If this title were
to be patched for the new Switch
supporting DLSS, one can speculate
that the handheld performance can
hit the full 720p display resolution
while running at a smooth 60fps
in handheld mode, while 60fps can
possibly be achieved at full 1080p or
higher like 1440p. There may also be
potential for 4K output as well.
A title like Mario Kart 8 runs natively at 1080p while docked, so DLSS
could certainly push the game to
4K- opening the floodgates for many

of Nintendo franchises to be presented like never before (here’s looking
at you BOTW2). DLSS would be
the most impactful feature of the
next Switch and give developers an
opportunity to provide the Switch
platform with PS5/Xbox Series X
ports that aren’t possible with current models. There’s already a rumor
that Resident Evil Village may see a
new Switch only port (sorry current
users), making it an enticing option
for hardcore gamers, or current
Switch owners contemplating the
upgrade.
A Dock That Takes Console
Gaming Serious
Let’s face it, the current Switch Dock
has no main functionality other
than boosting the console’s clock
speeds, and outputting to TV- a bit
underwhelming, but it does the job.
There’s so much more potential for
what the dock CAN be, and rumor’s
say the next Switch will ship with
a new dock that takes things much
further. There’s talk of USB 3.0 and a

built in ethernet port, but the major
opportunity we see here is providing
additional dock power. So far it’s
only been mentioned that there will
be dock-based upscaling to 4K tech.
One can hope that the dock will
contain its own GPU for a dedicated
GPU performance boost. Options
like USB 3.0 external hard drive
support, or a slot for upgradeable
storage are ideal as well.
Finishing Touches.
There are other quality of life upgrades expected for the next Switch
like native BlueTooth support, a Microsoft Surface-inspired stand, and
potentially d-pad enabled JoyCon.
We’d like to see improved JoyCon
that address the highly reported drift
issues, in addition to resistive analog
triggers similar to those on the PS5
DualSense Controller. One thing’s
for certain- where there’s smoke
there’s fire- and the next Nintendo
Switch will be the holiday hot commodity.
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Bruno Mars
Multi-GRAMMY Award-winning superstar Bruno Mars
will mark the Entertainment Capital of the World’s return to large-scale entertainment when he takes the stage
over the Fourth of July weekend at Park MGM. Mars will
get things started with shows July 3 and 4 at Park Theater, followed by four additional July performances. The
six show dates are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Saturday, July 3, 2021
Sunday, July 4, 2021
Friday, July 9, 2021
Saturday, July 10, 2021
Friday, July 23, 2021
Saturday, July 24, 2021

“The opportunity to relaunch our Las Vegas entertainment offerings with Bruno Mars, one of the music
industry’s iconic superstars, is a moment we’ve all been
anticipating for more than a year,” said George Kliavkoff,
MGM Resorts’ President of Entertainment & Sports.
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Rémy Martin & Usher
Rémy Martin announces a collaborative new campaign with multi–Grammy award winning musical artist,
Usher to celebrate the harmonious
blending of two cultures of timeless
excellence: Music and Cognac. “Team
Up For Excellence - The Film” highlights the cultural connection between
Cognac and American music since
1917 in France, and how the two have
been synonymous ever since.
In the Film imagined in collaboration with FRED &
FARID New York,
Usher narrates a
story spanning the
decades from the
1920’s to present
day, which pays
tribute to the
multi–cultural connections, celebrated
styles and rhythms
of the past. From
Blues to Hip–Hop,
Swing Dancing to
Break–Dancing;
Usher and Rémy Martin®1738 Accord Royal travel through decades in
France and the US, to honor these cultural figures; both rooted in a shared
philosophy of aiming for the stars.
“Music doesn’t need Cognac to exist,
and Cognac doesn’t need Music to exist,” states Usher, “but what is beautiful
is that they were meant to meet and
when they did, they created cultural
harmony.”
Teaming up with Usher and Rémy
Martin, are globally recognized
creatives including Raphael Saadiq,
world–renowned musical composer;
42
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Marci Rodgers, Academy–Award winning costume stylist; Aakomon Jones,
award winning dance choreographer;
and director of the production; Jake
Nava.
“I was really inspired by creating the
historical music scenes in a way that
felt true to the spirit of that moment,
but also relevant and eye–catching to a
young contemporary audience,” states

Jake Nava, “This dual priority informed my direction of all the music,
dance and Usher’s performance.”
The heart and soul of cultural movements throughout history paved the
way for future artists to innovate,
while paying homage to their roots
and the musical styles that came
before them. The same respect for heritage is honored by Rémy Martin and
Cellar Master, Baptiste Loiseau, who
has inherited the savoir–faire of the
House from previous generations of
cellar masters. Through this transmission of knowledge, Rémy Martin®1738
Accord Royal continues to encompass

the spirit of celebrating depth of character and the excitement of indulging
in moments of collective success.
“Rémy Martin has been at the center
of celebration for centuries, and the
celebratory nature of Music is synonymous with our history of honoring
communities and culture,” said Amaury Vinclet, Global Executive Director
of Rémy Martin “Acknowledging this
collective success has
been at the heart of
Rémy Martin since
1724.”
Historically, Rémy
Martin and Usher
teamed up during his
2010 “OMG” world
tour, where the Cognac
brand was the official
sponsor of after parties across the United
States, Canada and
Europe. Additionally, Usher co–hosted
the launch dinner for
Producer Series with
Jermaine Dupri in 2018.
“Team Up For Excellence – The Film
is a monumental artistic achievement
stemming from our collaboration
and long–standing relationship with
our trusted creative global agency,
FRED & FARID,” said Philippe Farnier, Chief Executive Officer for The
House of Rémy Martin. “We celebrate
this performance between our brand,
creative agency and artist Usher. At
Rémy Martin, we team up with those
sharing our same quest for excellence,
rooted in our values of people, terroir
and time.”
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Immersive Van Gogh
Lighthouse Immersive and Impact
Museums, the catalysts of the mesmerizing digital art space, brings its
worldwide sensation, Immersive Van
Gogh, to the heart of L.A. for the
first time ever! The visually-strik-

exhibit is a strikingly spectacular
digital art exhibition that invites
audiences to “step inside” the legendary works of post-Impressionist
artist Vincent van Gogh, evoking his
highly emotional and chaotic inner

the artist first saw the scenes, based
on an active life and moving landscapes turned into sharp yet sweeping brush strokes.
The hour-long, timed-entry, walkthrough experience is designed

ing exhibition encourages guests to
experience the awe-inspiring works
of post-Impressionist artist Vincent
van Gogh through 500,000 cubic
feet of immersive projections, 60,600
frames of video and 90,000,000 pixels. The Los Angeles site will be the
company’s fourth location, following
the successful on-going exhibits in
Toronto, CAN, San Francisco, and
Chicago.Following a sold-out run
in Toronto, Immersive Van Gogh
will be making its mark at a secret
location, soon to be announced. The

consciousness through art, light,
music, movement, and imagination.
Featuring stunning towering projections that illuminate the mind of the
artistic genius, the exhibition will
feature a curated selection of images from Van Gogh’s 2,000+ lifetime
catalog of masterpieces, including
Mangeurs de Pommes de Terre (The
Potato Eaters, 1885), Nuit étoilée
(Starry Night, 1889), Les Tournesols
(Sunflowers, 1888), and La Chambre à coucher (The Bedroom, 1889).
Paintings will be presented as to how

with health and safety as a priority.
Capacity will be limited in accordance with the City of Los Angeles’
safety protocols. Additional safety
precautions include touchless ticket-taking, temperature checks upon
arrival, hand sanitizer stations, social
distancing markers throughout the
venue, and digitally projected social distancing circles on the gallery
floors to ensure appropriate spacing.
All guests must wear a face covering
at all times during their visit.
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Designed by Creative Director and
Italian film producer Massimiliano Siccardi, Immersive Van Gogh
contains original, mood-setting
music by Italian multimedia composer Luca Longobardi and Vittorio
Guidotti as the Art Director. Siccardi
immersive productions in Paris have
been seen by over 2 million visitors
and were featured on the Netflix TV
show “Emily in Paris,” episode 5.
“We’ve created a unique and enthralling production that functions
safely during this pandemic,” says
Co-Producer, Svetlana Dvoretsky.
“Over 200,000 guests have seen
Immersive Van Gogh in small,
socially-distanced safe groups. It is
an honor to bring the arts back into
peoples’ lives during these times,”
adds Co-Producer, Corey Ross.
“Despite being unknown throughout his life, Van Gogh’s artwork has
created a lasting impact through its
emotional richness and simple beauty,” said Massimiliano Siccardi, Immersive Van Gogh designer. “Both
myself and Luca Longobardi are very
excited to visit Los Angeles and once
again bring Van Gogh’s legacy to life
in a way that is unique to the city.”

46

Immersive Van Gogh has already entertained more than 200,000 guests
since its North American debut last
July, receiving rave reviews from
critics worldwide. The Toronto Sun
declared it “intense and emotional,
cathartic and liberating.” Debra Yeo
of the Toronto Star stated, “I wondered: could projections of paintings
on walls and floors be thrilling? The
answer is ‘yes.’” Called “dazzling” by
Lonely Planet and a “blockbuster
digital experience that has taken the
art world by storm” by Artnet News,
it was summed up by CTV’s as “a
completely new way of encountering
art.”
June 2021 | fairfaxcopenhagenmag.com
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Hodges Bay Resort Antigua
By Taylor W.

The resort scene in the Caribbean
has been on pause for over a year,
but it’s always been on our minds.
With COVID restrictions becoming
less strict and vaccinations becoming
more accessible, it’s finally time to
travel again, but where should you
go?

Hodges Bay Resort in Antigua sits
within eight acres of lush tropical
gardens on one of the world’s most
pristine coral sand beach. The cove
that the resort is built into gives
guests the secluded feel we all desire
while on vacation.

Come as guests, stay as friends,
return as family is the resort’s motto
and they really mean it. From the
moment you step on to the property
you are treated like family. From hot
towels and champagne upon arrival
to beach barbeques and trips to the
neighboring island, Prickly Pear, the
owners and the staff truly make you
feel at home.
Your time at Hodges will be memorable. Mornings offer organic wakeups from the fresh island juice bar
and evenings bring serene and private ocean front patio relaxation and
late night, dancing the night away
with the DJ. You’ll soak in the Caribbean sun during the day at the adult
only or family pools with cabana and
beachside concierge service.
Antigua and Hodges Bay Resort is
beautiful, but let’s not ignore the elephant in the room. COVID-19 is still
real, but don’t worry Antigua and
Hodges Bay have worked to make
your travel experience as seamless as
possible. Antigua is one of the only
places outside of the U.S. that allows
for a seven-day-old PCR test. Most
islands require a test within 72 hours
of travel. Hodges Bay also organizes
a nurse to come and test guests prior
to their departure to ensure the safety of both Antiguans and guests.
Should you be journeying in love,
for business, simple pleasure or an
individual spiritual getaway, Hodges
Bay Resort should be your first stop
post pandemic.
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How are you and Drea alike?
Drea is based on me as a person and
I am actually autistic. Drea has most
of my autistic traits and we both have
Crohn’s disease. We both struggle
with white lies and when it isn’t appropriate to be honest.
How are you different?
We have very different interests. I
am more of a science and numbers
girl and she loves energy and fortune
telling. She struggles a bit more with
standing up for herself with the people she loves.

that side of things with his mentality.
I would love to play a character so
completely different from myself.
How has this show changed you?
I would never have pursued acting
if I haddn’t audition for this show. I
thought it would be fun to turn in
an audition tape but I never thought
anything would come of it. Landing
the part of Drea, I am now able to
consider myself a professional actress

and explore other acting jobs.
Do you mind the Atypical (Netflix)
comparisons?
No, I don’t mind the comparisons.
I think they are completely different shows. You can dislike one and
be obsessed with the other. But
the comparison because they are a
quirky comedy with an Autistic teen
and their family at the center makes
complete sense. I am grateful for

How was it pulling double duty on
the show (as a consultant and an
actor) on the show?
It was beneficial to be a consultant.
I got to have more of a relationship
with the writing team that I normally
would. I would get phone calls or
emails asking me questions about autism. In the first season, I had a latenight conversation with Josh Thomas
about sex. Who gets to say that? It
was really nice to be listened to when
I gave advice about autism. I got to
play a truly real and special character
to so many people including myself.
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If you could play any other part on
the show who’s would it be? Why?
Zane would be so fun to play. He gets
to react to all the ridiculous comments and events happening around
him. I could never compare to
Timothy Brundidge, who plays Zane
on the show. He is beyond talented. I
would love to be a popular male jock
making a mistake and figuring out
how to clean up the mess. There is a
scene we filmed that didn’t make it
into the show where he apologizes to
Matilda, and Matilda doesn’t understand why or what he is apologizing
for. Getting to explore a character I
would never be able to play, especially on a topic like this, would be so
interesting. I would never get to play
June 2021 | fairfaxcopenhagenmag.com
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the existence of “Atypical” because I
don’t think EGBO would exist in its
current form without it. They were
the first to normalize casting autistic
actors in autistic roles.
Where did your donut necklace
come from?
Me! I wore my own chewlery to a
meeting with Josh Thomas and he
liked the idea of it, so he added it
to the character. The donut was the
props department’s choosing.
You founded Ourtism. Whats been
the great triumph for you with that
venture?
I get to see clients triumph with
support that I wasn’t able to receive.
I get to watch other autistic individuals begin to see their capability. Most
support systems in the autistic world
focus on only the negatives of autism
and the challenges. At Ourtism, we
found it important to embrace all
the strengths and pursue those areas.
That is an approach I believe everyone should take more of in life.
What would your dream acting role
be?
I honestly just want to continue
acting. I want to tell stories like this,
stories that matter, but it would also
just be great to be in a fun movie.
I love that in acting I have the opportunity to play so many different
characters. I want to do it all. I just
got the opportunity to play a neurotypical. I would love to continue
to keep doing stuff like that, things I
haven’t done before.
Do you like Matilda and Drea’s
relationship?
I love Matilda and Drea’s relationship. I am so happy to see a relationship that is not seen enough. I can’t
believe I get to be part of validating
those who have never seen themself
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on screen. I feel incredibly honored
and gifted to get to tell this story. I
like how messy and imperfect Matilda and Drea are. Real relationships
are messy and it’s okay to fight and
hit bumps, as long as you work to fix
things, it’s still a healthy relationship.
Matilda and Drea show that relationships don’t have to be perfect in
order to be valid.
You recently were very vocal about
Sia’s movie Music. Other than
hiring actors on the spectrum what
more would you like to see in the

near future as well as further down
the line?
I want to see people doing the proper
research before taking on those
projects. I want to see inclusion on
and behind the screen and involving
whomever you are writing about to
be in every step of the process from
pre-production to postproduction.
Consultants should be an autistic
individual themselves and not a psychiatrist or someone labeling themselves an expert, but instead someone who has lived it. One day, I hope
to see an autistic character on screen
fairfaxcopenhagenmag.com | June 2021
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where no one needs to mention
the label and they are just another
character in the story authentically
portrayed in all their glory.
Other than acting an advocacy
what else would you like to accomplish in your career?
Currently my time is very booked,
but if I had unlimited time in the
world, then I would love to explore
biology. If it be by research in the
field, or teaching in a classroom,
the topic is a huge interest of mine.
There are just only so many things
you can do in life, so I have had to
put my lab coat aside.
How has the pandemic changed
your perspective on social issues?
I keep being told that I am a celebrity. I still don’t get that, but I have a
following and I don’t take that lightly.
Even with that small following I
have, I feel it is important to touch
on the topics that need more attention.
The hashtag #actuallyautistic is
brought up a few times on your
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twitter. Would explain its signific
and why it’s so important to on
screen roles?
Yes, Of course! The #ActuallyAutistic
hashtag was started by the autistic
community and is supposed to only
be used by those who identify as
autistic. When you see a post that
uses that hashtag, it means that the
person behind that is actually autistic
themselves. This is important because people identify as being part of
the autism community without being
autistic themselves. Our authentic
autistic voices should be the most
important voices in a conversation
about autism. On a show such as
“Everything’s Gonna Be Okay,” we
have actually autistic people involved
which is what has made the show
what it is.
You play a very complex character.
How does it feel to represent two
groups at once on network television?
It feels so incredible! I wish it was
more normal for a character to
identify as more than one minority
group.

There are so many real individuals
who are complex just like Drea.
People are always more than one
label and part of many groups. Real
people are more than one thing.
Movies and television tend to simplify people down to a single label
or identifier to be more digestible.
Which makes sense in a time limit,
but you can’t take real people apart
like that and make them just a representation of a single group. Drea is
real because she has more than one
identifier and as she explores herself
and grows up, I am sure she will find
more. She’s a real person who only
represents herself and is a part of
many groups who share parts of her
identity.
If there’s a message you would like
to tell the world what would it be?
Be inclusive. That’s the extent of it
right? Include people, especially
when something is about them.
Thank you for interviewing me! It is
very special that you want to hear my
words.
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